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HORACE SMALL® STANDS BEHIND THOSE IN BLUE  
HONORING A MOMENT OF SILENCE FOR OFFICERS LOST IN THE LINE OF DUTY 
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4.5 oz. PSY // 7.5 oz. PLY, Tropical Weave 100% Polyester with VISA® Finish // Country of Origin: Imported

This ballistic vest cover is a true testament to the risks you face. It’s designed for optimum 
performance and comfort for the routine patrol to tactical response officer. The Pro-Ops™ 
External Ballistic Vest Cover utilizes a technical X-Secure™ bracing system with elastic straps 
that secure the vest cover to the ballistic armor. The shoulders are reinforced with cushioned 
stabilizers that open to provide easy assembly and proper fit. 4-way stretch side-zip panels 
allow for a comfortable, professional fit. A two-way zipper gives easy one-motion access to 
the vest cover interior double-warrant pockets. It’s also made from the same fabric as the top 
portion of our Pro-Ops™ Uniform Base Layer shirt for exact color matching. You’ll also find an 
external badge tab and sling, a utility loop, two hook-and-loop closure external chest pockets 
each with double internal compartments, and a pencil stall to keep items organized.

PRO-OPS™  
EXTERNAL BALLISTIC VEST COVER

HS3537

NEW

Dark Navy

AVAILABLE COLORS:
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4.5 oz. 100% Polyester Tropical Weave Top // Performance Knit Bottom // Country of Origin: Imported

While it presents a professional appearance on its own, our newly designed Pro-Ops™  
Uniform Base Layer wears comfortably and pairs perfectly under our Pro-Ops™ External  
Ballistic Vest Cover. The top half of the base layer is the same fabric as our vest cover 
which allows for an exact color match. To support the unpredictable nature of your job–it’s 
constructed of performance mesh material with superior breathability and moisture-wicking 
properties to help keep you drier and more comfortable during every level of activity. Handy 
reinforced utility loop placed at the base of the placket for items needed nearby at all times 
and wire access in both side seams. The Pro-Ops™ Uniform Base Layer’s fundamental duty is  
to keep you at top performance.

PRO-OPS™  
UNIFORM BASE LAYER

NEW

HS5538

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Dark Navy
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HS5140

4.25 oz. Moisture-Wicking Micro Mesh Polyester // Country of Origin: Imported

When tactical garments aren’t required but there’s still critical work to do, the Sentry™ 
Performance Polo offers a professional appearance plus comfort and durability. Made of 100% 
polyester performance mesh, it offers superior breathability and moisture wicking properties 
that keep you cool and dry. Designed with raglan sleeves and straight side panels, this polo 
presents an athletic, technical look while providing optimum range of motion. Comfort is 
enhanced by a double-layer locker sweat patch at the back of the neck that absorbs and 
dissipates moisture quickly, and a smooth, heat-applied neck label eliminates tag irritation. 
Two concealed mic pockets positioned at the shoulder seams keep your eyes on the scene. Plus, 
there’s a convenient utility loop beneath the button placket and a dual-pen pocket on the left 
sleeve. This lightweight polo shirt is also reinforced at the sleeves and neck with twill tape. 
While focused on comfort, the Sentry™ Performance Polo upholds superior uniform standards.

SENTRY™  
PERFORMANCE POLO

Black

Dark Navy

Silver Tan

Grey

AVAILABLE COLORS:
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HS5136

7 oz. PSY // 11.6 oz. PLY, 63% Cotton / 37% Polyester // Country of Origin: Imported 

Find comfort in our New Dimension® Polo, while maintaining a professional appearance. 
Featuring Dri-Balance™ technology, this polo offers excellent breathability and moisture 
absorption. A double-layer sweat patch centered on the back of the neck, helps keep you dry 
and comfortable, regardless of activity. Designed with raglan sleeves and straight side panels, 
this polo presents an athletic, technical look while providing optimum range of motion. Collar 
stays keep the collar uncurled while the heat-seal transfer neck label eliminates tag irritation. 
Additional features include built-in mic placements at the base of the placket, two concealed 
mic pockets at the dropped shoulder seams and a handy pencil pocket on the left sleeve for 
convenience. It stays bright and neat with superior color retention of the plated knit fabric 
with jersey face and mesh back. The New Dimension® Polo sets new uniform standards while 
maintaining the professionalism and integrity of traditional styles.

NEW DIMENSION®  
POLO

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black

Dark Navy

Silver Tan

White

Red

Grey
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HS7110

4.5 oz. PSY // 100% Polyester with VISA® Finish // Country of Origin: Imported

For the equipment that helps you stay prepared, we bring you Insight™, a patent-pending 
wearable equipment solution that allows you to secure important equipment such as a 
body camera to most any brand of uniform. It’s adjustable so it accommodates all body 
types and heights and is constructed and designed to withstand rigorous activity. Insight™  
is sold in pairs so a back-up is always available. 

INSIGHT™  
WEARABLE EQUIPMENT SOLUTION

Brown

Black

FB Heather

Medium Blue

Spruce Green

Silver Tan

White

Dark Navy

AVAILABLE COLORS:
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HS13LB

NEW

4.2 oz. PSY // 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton Ripstop with VISA® Finish // Country of Origin: Imported

With all the regulations and protocol you must uphold, our New Dimension® Ripstop Shirt 
is designed to be comfortable, professional and easy to wear. It’s made of lightweight, 
breathable ripstop fabric that is 75% stronger than poplin. Its official look is enhanced with 
traditionally styled and interlined collar, epaulets, and pocket flaps. We also added more 
length to help it stay neatly tucked. The New Dimension® Ripstop Shirt is available in long 
sleeve and short sleeve with a banded collar. The long sleeve has an interlined two-button 
cuff, and button-sleeve placket. Both versions feature a smooth center-front placket with 
break-resistant melamine buttons. A nameplate holder sits above the right chest pocket 
while the badge tab with reinforced sling and eyelets, is positioned above the left pocket. 
The New Dimension® Ripstop Shirt is just what you need when durability is required.

NEW DIMENSION®  
RIPSTOP SHIRT

Dark Navy

Black

Light Blue

Grey

AVAILABLE COLORS:
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6.5 oz. PSY Ripstop //  65% Polyester, 35% Cotton // Country of Origin: Imported

From daily shifts to tactical response, our New Dimension® Plus Ripstop Cargo Trouser stands 
ready for action. Running, jumping and crouching are accommodated by a 2" slider waistband 
which stretches up to 4" eliminating restriction. Plus, Snugtex with Ban-Rol technology has 
been added to the waistband, ensuring shirts stay firmly tucked. These comfort features help 
keep those sworn to serve and protect focused on the task at hand. Constructed to last, this 
cargo trouser is made of durable ripstop fabric and designed with ample pockets for storage. 
Front quarter-top pockets are reinforced at the bottom to withstand excessive use and double-
welt, top-stitched hip pockets are strengthened with triangle bartacks. The left hip pocket 
has a button-tab closure. The New Dimension® Plus Ripstop Cargo Trouser is perfect for law 
enforcement, EMS , fire and corrections personnel to wear day in and day out.

NEW DIMENSION® PLUS 
RIPSTOP CARGO TROUSER

HS2750

Dark Navy

Black

Silver Tan

AVAILABLE COLORS:
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AVAILABLE COLORS:

HS1524

4.25 oz. PSY Poplin // 65% Polyester, 35% Cotton // Country of Origin: Imported

Designed to aid your mission with comfort, performance and style, our New Dimension® Plus 
Shirt helps protect you while you’re protecting the public. It’s constructed of comfortable 
fabric treated with a finish that wicks away moisture to keep officers cooler and drier in 
heated situations. The gussets, along with a special action back, stretch to provide superior 
mobility. And because it’s so mobile, we’ve increased the length of the shirt to ensure it 
stays tucked. It also has soil-release properties that kick into action during laundering to 
prevent staining. Traditionally styled, the New Dimension® Plus Shirt includes epaulets and 
break-resistant melamine buttons that match the fabric color. Its pleated pockets have 
scalloped flaps secured with hook-and-loop closures and the two-button cuffs feature a 
button sleeve placket. The New Dimension® Plus Shirt performs to its own code designed to 
support the high-pressure nature of your job.

NEW DIMENSION® PLUS 
SHIRT

Light Blue

White

Dark Navy
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HS2328

8 oz. PSY // 14.67 oz. PLY, 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton // Country of Origin: Imported

The New Dimension® Plus Trouser offers a superior comfort to ensure top performance. For 
those who prefer the feel of a traditional pant, the New Dimension® Plus Trouser provides 
professional styling with performance and comfort features. Our women’s style offers 
Function Fit™ for an effortless professional look, while the men’s style features a slider 
waistband that stretches up to 4 inches, adding up to free, comfortable movement. The 
waistband also helps keep the uniform shirt obediently tucked. The diamond crotch gusset 
allows for maximum freedom of movement. Both men’s and women’s styles take advantage 
of silicone permanent creases, a dependable brass ratcheting zipper and crush-proof hook-
and-eye closures. Both styles also have double-welt, topstitched hip pockets which are 
strengthened with triangle bartacks. The left pocket has a button-tab closure. The New 
Dimension® Plus Trousers bring freedom of choice in your uniform.

NEW DIMENSION® PLUS 
6-POCKET CARGO TROUSER  (4-Pocket Also Available) 

Dark Navy

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black

Silver Tan
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NEW DIMENSION® PLUS 
6-POCKET CARGO TROUSER  (4-Pocket Also Available) 

HS2558

7.0 oz. PSY // 11 oz. PLY, 100% Polyester Gabardine Weave // Country of Origin: Imported

Professionally styled in the traditional appearance of law enforcement uniforms, plus the 
ability to shift into action when needed, the Sentry™ Plus Hidden Cargo Pocket Trouser meets 
the call of duty head-on. Physical activity is comfortably granted by a diamond shaped 
crotch gusset and 2" slider waistband that stretches up to 4", eliminating restriction. But 
regardless of activity intensity, Snugtex with Ban-Rol technology in the waistband, ensures 
that shirts stay tucked. Reinforced quarter-top front pockets, as well as triangle-bartack 
reinforced double-welt, topstitched hip pockets, plus bartack reinforcements at all other 
stress points, lengthen the life of this uniform trouser, while easy to use tab closures 
safeguard the left hip pocket and the French fly on our men’s style. Hardware includes a 
brass ratcheting zipper and crush-proof hook-and-eye closure. The hidden cargo pocket 
allows for additional storage while maintaining a professional appearance. 

SENTRY™ PLUS 
HIDDEN CARGO POCKET TROUSER

AVAILABLE COLORS:

Dark Navy
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HS2554

7.5 oz. PSY // 13 oz. PLY Serge Weave, 74% Polyester / 25% Wool / 1% Lycra® // Country of Origin: Imported

The New Generation® Plus Hidden Cargo Trouser is a comfortable, dependable uniform with 
an exceptional design. Double-welt, top-stitched hip pockets are reinforced with triangle 
bartacks and the left pocket features a convenient button-tab closure. The men’s style 
includes a 2" Comfort Cool-Flex® waistband, French fly tab and crotch lining; attributes 
much appreciated during long shifts. The women’s version was designed with Function Fit™ 
for the best women’s fit in the industry. Silicone permanent creases allow for an all-day 
(or night) professional appearance. Both men’s and women’s trousers have easy-to-use 
brass ratcheting zippers and crush-proof hook-and-eye closures which prolong the life of 
the garment. The hidden cargo pocket allows for additonal storage while maintaining a 
professional appearance.

NEW GENERATION® PLUS 
HIDDEN CARGO TROUSER

Dark Navy

Black

AVAILABLE COLORS:
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NEW DIMENSION® 

RIPSTOP UNIFORM

NEW
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CAUTION: Garments contained in this catalog meet government flammability Class 1  
requirements but do not provide protection from ignition sources, molten substances  
or chemical exposure. Special flame-resistant garments are available if required.

Product images and fabric swatches shown here are photomechanically reproduced.  
As a result, colors may vary from actual samples

HORACESMALL.COM   Horace Small® a brand of VF Imagewear, Inc. ©2016 VF Imagewear, Inc. 16253


